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GAMBIER OltSE
THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VS.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1836.

NO* 52.

worship might reasonably be expected, that no shall be thought expedient. Should you de convictions as though they had seen them al senior year, and, with a heart full of ambition,
Christians of any name can labour faithfully in termine on the dissolution, and the separate dio ready with their bodily eyes. Brethren, such was pressing onto realize, in the honors before
From the British Magazinethe Lord with better hope of success than we ceses continue under the same Episcopal juris an internal principle as this, is that alone which me, t ie darling object of my hope. 1 had over"How long shall it be to the end of these wonders’/"
of the Protestant Episcopal Church. And this diction, I would advise that their several Con can really make us religious; for if the gospel plied my powers, and they gave way. My body
Do not their souls, who ’neath the altar wait
should teach us to “be not high-minded but ventions should be held at such distance of be the religion of the Spirit, it must be one re used to sustain the labors of my mind, and,
Until then second birth,
fear.” These advantages make it our duty to time, that the Bishop may attend them all, which reaches and influences the heart, one after four weeks severe illness, it was thought I
The gift of patience need, as separate
do more than cithers in the Lord’s work; others and deliver an address to each. And 1 would which can operate in all times, and places, and must sink to the tomb.
From their first friends of earth?
who ddbj^rejthan ,wm, will rise up in judgment also advise that the Easter collections should circumstances. A deep and abiding convic
Of the early part of my sickness I have no
Not that earth’s radiance is not all outshone
and comlwhn us. When we’see how many of be continued for the benefit of each state re tion, then, of an ever present God and Saviour recollection except of a confused feeling of dis
By Eden’s angel-flame,
will supply thia want; such a conviction is to appointment and vexation at being thus stopped
But that it knows not yet, the dead has won
o^rTn fa'fit*Ohurches languish for want of gospel spectively.
That crown which was his aim.
There is another subject very interesting to man’s soul what the great law of gravitation is and frustrated in my career. It seems to me
ministrations, and that some have already expir
For, when he left it ’t was a twilight scene
ed; and how many fields which are white for the us and our Churches generally, which itis pro in the physical world, a law which knows of no like some long dream, in which I was struggling
About his silent bier:
harvest are wholly neglected, can we say that per that on this occasion we should notice, intermission or failure, but operating alike in all with envious and malicious foes, who were con
A breathless struggle, faith and sight between, •
we are doing all that we owe to God, and to his though it is not one on which any of you need times, places, and circumstances, and reaching spiring against my improvement and reputation
And hope and sacred fear—
Fear startled at his pain and dreary end,
Church, and to the souls of our fellow men!— information. Though the decease of a Bishop to the'very limits of space, binds all the orbs of I seemed at length to awake from the dream,
Hope raised her chalice high:
W^would not forget nor undervalue what has is no strange thing among us, and has become of heaven in one golden chain of union to them and found myself a feeble and helpless man;
And the twin-sisters still his shade attend, .
been
done by many individuals and by not a few frequent occurrence, the recent death of him selves, and to the throne of the Creator and con stretched upon my bed, and attended by friends
View’d in the mourner’s eye.
rtt our Church. By female associations, espe who has long been our senior bishop, and has strains them to perform their fated peiiods of whose anxious countenances revealed to me
So day by day from earth tor him ascends,
their fears.
As steam in summer even,
cially, in various parts of the Diocese, very for more than half a century boine so conspicu revolution.
The speechless intercession of his friends
We have seen then,my hearers,that the defect
liberal contributions have been made tor mis ous a part in the government, and in all the
“What is that bell for ?” was the first ques
Toward the azure heaven.
sionary purposes, domestic and foreign. But general concerns of the Protestant Episcopal of our religion may be chiefly imputed to its tion I asked.
Ah, dearest, with a word he could dispel
we are still deficient in general, organized, en Church in this country, is an event which ought want of spirituality. In the last place, then,
“It is tolling for the Exhibition,” said my
All questioning, and raise
ergetic missionary operations. In the last State to be, as it has been, generally noticed. To let us briefly consider the remedy for this de friend. .
Our hearts to rapture, whispering all was well,
And turning prayer to praise.
Contention of Massachusetts, measures, ap the high responsibility and extensive influence fect. Job had evidently so cultivated spiritu
“The Exhibition!” said 1, starting with sur
And other secrets, loo, he could declare;
parently judicious, were devised, to remedy this of his character, conduct and example, we are ality of mind, that he speaks of the omnipres prise, “how long have I been sick?”
By patterns all divine
“Nearly four weeks.”
defect, and a Board of Missions appointed, probably indebted, in no smail degree, for our ence of God as if he saw him with his bodily
His earthly creed retouching here and there,
which we hope may unite the confidence and present union and prosperity. He was distin eyes; he speaks with the most undoubting con
‘Exhibition!” I repeated—“and I am not
And deep’ning every line.
co-operation of our people. We need, through guished for candour and prudence, for mildness viction of his universal and pervading presence. ready ; I cannot be there;—when I had so de
Dearest, he longs to speak, as I to know,
And yet we both refrain;
out the Diocese, or in each of its States, such a and equanimity, and freedom from sectarian This also points out our remedy ; we must not pended on it—so longed for it—and here am I
It were not good—a little doubt below,
comprehensive and equalized system of mis prejudice and bigotry. He did much to in confine our attention to practical religion, but shut out from------------When shall 1 be able to
And all shall soon be plain.
sionary contributions, that every individual shall crease that in which Christians are generally go inward to contemplative religion ; in short, go out, Thompson?”
“You must lie still,” said Thompson, “you
have frequent opportunity, according as God most deficient—harmony, peace and love. We the religion of deep and frequent meditation,
THE OBSERVER
has prospered him, and he is disposed in his should consider it as an instance of God’s favor of self-communion, of spiritual and internal ex are too weak to talk: keep yourself quiet.”—
heart to cast his offering into the Lord’s treasu and goodness, that his useful life was so long ercise. The religion of the first believers evi And he withdrew from the bed.
ADDRESS OF BISHOP GRISWOLD
Thompson’s voice and manner struck me, and
ry, thus collecting into one sacred fund the lib continued, and the best way in which we can dently consisted, in a very considerable degree,
eral contributions of the wealthy, and the mite show our regard for his memory, and thankful in contemplative religion. True, in after ages I at once suspected the truth. Never shall I
To the Convention of the Eastern D iocese.
ness for such a blessing, is to follow him in this degenerated into superstition ; and much forget the feeling that came over me, as the
Once more, respected friends and brethren, of the humblest disciple.
those
things in which he followed our Saviour of the corruption of the gospel had its origin in conviction flashed across my mind that I was
And
not
only
do
we
need
missionary
funds:
it becomes my duty to state to you the affairs of
the abuse of this contemplative devotion. But dangerously ill. A cold thrill ran through my
our diocese since the last meeting of this con we are in equal need of missionaries. To ail Christ.
In the last few months many of our brethren the abuse of it is no argument against the thing frame, and the sweat issued upon my forehead.
vention: and first, the names and state of the the members of this Convention it is no doubt
Churches which, during the year, I have visited. already known that the Convention of Massa in the ministry have been removed from this itself. The first believers were eminently prac “And is this,” thought I, “the end of my toils,
Those visitations have been many, and I will chusetts, have also taken some measures with a world; and a very solemn admonition it is to us tical; but that practice arose from the internal the completion of my hopes? Is it ail to end
speak of them as briefly as the duty required of view to the supply of this want. The subject, who still survive, to “awake to righteousness,” cultivation of spiritual communion with God in an early grave and a forgotten memory?—
whatever our hands find to do, to do it and their own sou's that they sought God, and Spare me, O God, that I may recover strength
me will admit. It has long been my intention, of a Theological Seminary, though first moved and “all
our might.” “The fashion of this world they found him there ; in the depths of the before I go hence to be seen no more.
and with few exceptions my practice, to visit in this part of the Diocese, is interesting to with
As soon as my first surprise was over, T set
all our Churches at least once a year. And this the whole. What I offered upon this subject ig passeth away,” and all human affairs have soon self-conscious spirit they held communion with
termination. Many have been the times him, and there they experienced the power of myself to collect iny thoughts as well as I was
I have done since our meeting last year in Ports my address last year, it is not necessary now to their
of our meeting in our Diocesan conventions ; that communion humbling their desires, chast able, and to prepare my mind for the event.—
mouth ; with the exception of the Church in repeat. The subject indeed has been much many
the hours, that we have passed in sweet ening their passions, elevating their affections, And now the wide extent of my folly became
and
extensively
considered,
and
favourably
re

Holderness. My late appointment to visit that
together: and pleasant hours, and I lilting up their thoughts to high and heavenly visible at once, I saw the full measure of my
Church, I did not on account of ill health, ful ceived. The more it is considered, the more counsel
trust not unprofitable, have they been to me.—
fil. The disappointment caused me much re are our people convinced of its importance.— This may be the last, and in this world they will things, killing and mortifying earthly desires, negligence, and the whole unworthiness of my
gret; but with a thankful sense of the Lord's The chief points remaining for consideration, soon be forgotten. But “God requireth that and causing their very hearts to burn within delusion. I felt the emptiness of that ambition
patient goodness, I may add, that so far as I can are its location, and the raising of funds ade which is past.” In that great day of the Lord, them, and leading them away captive to the iove for which I had sacrificed my religious affec
recollect, it is the first and only case of such quate for its commencement. And these are when God shall bring into judgment every work of Christ. While they were thus musing, the tions, and would have given the world to return
failure which has happened during the long points well worthy the consideration of the pre and every secret thing, these scenes ma}' be re fire kindled, and at length they spake with to that spiritual frame which I had possessed
course of my ministry. The other Churches in sent Convention. And here too, if we look viewed, and those hours, which have so swiftly their tongues, and showed forth in their lives two years before. Then I thought of my priv
New Hampshire, Portsmouth excepted, I have around us, we may see how much we are falling passed away, be called back as witnesses of what the praises of Him who had called them out of ileges, my opportunities, the discipline I had
visited twice since we last met , and but for short of what others are doing: with what ra we have done and what we have been in this darkness into this clear knowledge, and ardent passed through, the early instruction of my
mother, the faithful counsels of my father ;—
some peculiar circumstances, which have caus pidity and ease our brethren of other denomi present life. May God in his mercy prepare us love of himself, and his son Jesus Christ.
Brethren, this example speaks to us; it saith and as I thought of him, I involuntarily spoke
collect moneys for similar objects.
ed the delay, should have visited the second nations
uuiu vav.li uf uo, "Go thou, and do likewise.”— out, “Has my father been sent for, Thomp
While we boast of excelling them in apostol fo, ttiui awful Investigation.
time, all the parishes in the eastern part of the
Alexander V. Urtswold.
In the present day, when oo much of religion
son ?”
diocese. There are also three places in which ic order; let us not fall behind them in what is
merely outward; when there is so much show
still
better
—
apostolic
zeal.
God
in
his
bounti

Thompson looked at me with surprise, and
our services have been recently commenced,
From the Christian Remembrancer.
and display about it: when even the religious
which I have not yet visited. With these few ful goodness has, we cannot doubt, given us the CAUSES OF THE DEFECT OF THE RELIGION OF part of the world attribute so little to that sol after a few moments’ hesitation answered,
yes, and that lie was expected to arrive to-mor
exceptions, “the names of the Churches visit power and the means, and made it our duty to
THE PRESENT DAY.
emn and deeply affecting religion of contempla row.
ed” are the names of all in the diocese. There do much for the honour of his great name, and
Whence, then, arises this defect of the reli tive and meditative devotion, and to those holy
Io-morrow came, and at the expected hour
are very few of them which I have not preach for the benefit of our fellow men. Let us love
gion
of the present day? Brethren, it result ac;s of discipline whereby the soul of man is my father entered the chamber. lie had evi
the
Church,
“
not
in
word
and
tongue,
hut
in
ed in more than once ; in the whole I have
chastened
and
corrected,
and
the
graces
of
the
preached 215 times, and have many times ad deed and in truth.” If we do indeed love the from the want of that very principle which is Holy Spirit, instead of being’ permitted to lie dently come from a hurried journey, and wore
ministered the Lord’s Supper. More than one gates of Zion, let us show it in labouring to , so sublimely brought before us in the text; from dormant therein, are called*forth and strength a countenance of anxiety and grief. 1 held
half of the year is devoted to these visitations, build up her waste places, extending her walls, I the want of that deep and abiding spirituality ened, and prepared for bringing forth their ap out my hand, and he took it without speaking.
and while engaged in them I preach, on an av and advancing her glory, till she becomes what , of mind, which looks beyond the visible world propriate fruits; it seems that we ought to be We both were thinking of a separation, and for
erage, more than once each day; and while at she is destined to be, the joy of the whole earth. and its objects, and sees the invisible realities of called back to a deep sense of the spiritual some moments could not trust ourselves with
home officiate on Sundays in the Churches in That the Protestant Episcopal Church is so ' an omnipresent and omniscient God, and realiz character of the gospel. Brethren, seek to re our voices. At length I broke the silence, for
the vicinity of my residence, which seem most small compared with the population of these | es all the unseen glories and excellencies, the alize,—by frequent meditation, by prayer to I had been fortifying myself for the interview,
United States, must be chiefly owing to the gracious designs and promises of religion. We
and had my powers under my control.
to need my services.
want, in times past, of united exertion, in spir- i look too much to the external effects of revela God, and by self-communion,—seek to realize
“My father,” said I, “I rejoice to see you.
“The number of persons confirmed,” I state itual labours.
that
magnificent
description
of
a
Christian
giv

Happily, through the Lord’s I tion, and its workings upon others, and do not
I know why you are come, and shall feel the
with sorrow, is unusually small, being but 297. merciful goodness, there has been amongst us seek its workings in the depths of our own en by St. Paul ir. his Epistle to the Hebrews, easier for your presence. You led me in the
In some few parishes there are others ready for an evident increase of evangelical zeal, and we ! hearts. And yet this is the glory of Christian (ch. vi.) to be enlightened, and to taste of the beginning of life, and if my life must .close,
confirmation, which, on account of peculiar cir hope also of Christian union; but we beseech ity, that it teaches us to regard it as an inward heavenly gift, and to be made partakers of the it is a consolation to lean on you at the last.”
cumstances, is for a short time delayed. But you, brethren, that ye increase—and that “your spiritual thing, as a powerful influence, pervad Holy Ghost, and to taste the good word of God
“The will of God be done.” said he. I had
we cannot deny that there is at present, more |ove mfty abound yet more and more.” There ing and subduing, and melting into itself our ve and the powers of the world to come. Aim to hoped it would be otherwise ordered; but the
generally the appearance of coldness in our is, I fear,among us too much of a disposition to ry souls and passions, and affections and desires. be united unto Christ by faith; go out of your will of God be done. I am glad to find you look
churches than in former years. The seed of boast of our increase, and to compare ourselves No doubt the test of our faith, is to be abun selves, as it were, that ye may take refuge in upon it so calmly. Your religion supports you,
truth, when sown in faith, is not, we may believe with others. Our religion teaches us to love dant in works: but yet the gospel is, after all, him, and that he may bring you unto his Fath as I thought it would,”
sown in vain, it does not all fall by the way side and pray for others; but not to judge them. It not merely the religion of works, not a religion er: that so ye may become his people and his
“I trust in God’s mercy,” said I; “I need it.
It may be taking root, where we can see noth is right and our duty to instruct the people in of external acts, but the religion of the Spirit , servants, and he may be in reality and truth, O rhy father, you do not know how foolish I
inf of its growth; and sometimes, no doubt, we the points wherein we differ from other Chris it is the internal religion of our spirits, the in your Lord and God ; serve him with all the have been, and how nearly I have lost myself
err in judging from outward appearance; we tians, and give to all a reason of the hope that ward and hidden man of the heart, by which powers of your inmost soul, and in sincerity of in the love of worldly honors.” And I told
maybe too much encouraged, by the seed which is in us; but we are to do it “with meekness and God will measure the reality of our faith. For spirit, and so will he raise you to the lull per him the state of my mind for some time previfalls on stony ground.— But still wc cannot bet fear” and in the spirit of candour and love.— the outward actions, after ail, are but the effects fection of your being, both in.body and soul', in . ous. “But,” I continued, “I have humbled
ter judge of the success of our spiritual labours In speaking of what may seem to us the faults and results of this faith ; they are estimated on an eternal and unchangeable state of glory.
myself before God, and cast myself on his
G. C. ! compassion. I have thrown away my faise
and of the increase of religion, than by the of others, wc cannot be too cautious. The dis ly as they proceed from it, they are onl}»snch
number of those who confess the faith of Christ position so general among Christians to expose emanations from the inward principle, that they
' ambition, and renewed my vows and prayers,
in the way of his own appointment; and the and magnify what is wrong, and say little or are accepted on account of that original emana A CHAPTER FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS. I and I hope I have found pard >n and peace. I
From Recollections af Jotbam Anderson.
smaller that number is, the more reason have nothing of what is good and praiseworthy in tion. The mind and intention is that to which
; have given up everything to my Maker, and
we to fear that the Lord's work docs not prosper other denominations, is the reverse of a Chris God looks; opportunity may be even wanting
My college life, or^which I now entered, was 1 trust I may depart in hope. Father, give me
in our hands. We should never forget that tian Spirit, and very injurious to the cause of to manifest, in any eminent degree, these ef like that of many other young men. I applied i your blessing.
the great and noble object of the Christian religion. The words of the mouth may be smooth fects, but God will estimate us rather by the myself zealously to the duties required of me,
He knelt down by my bed and prayed__
ministry is to convert souls to Christ, and con er than butter, wh\\e war is in the heart-, they general state of our inward dispositions, than and became ambitious of distinction. My My soul was thrilled by the sound of that
duct them in the way of salvation. Though the may be softer than oil, and yet be drawn swords. by those things which fall under the cogniz thirst for knowledge increased, and with it my voice—so familiar and so beloved ; and a thou
numbers of our Churches are multiplied, and Let us be eagle-eyed in discovering our own ance of man. We want then, brethren, to desire of eminence. I allowed myself little sand tender recollections crowded upon my
the congregations of our people are enlarged, faults, as a church and as individuals, and al find this religion, to seek its influences in the time for sleep or recreation. I denied myself I mind. I was refreshed and strengthened as I
if their souls are not saved, if they do not, with ways ready to confess them , but it is seldom depths of our own consciences. There we even food, that I might sit at my books without listened and lifted nearer to heaven.
repentance and faith, turn to God, our work is that we can truly do good by publishing or even must principally look for it. 1 rue, the New the necessity of exercise to help digestion. I
A long silence continued after he had ended,
not prosperous. This apparent want of success thinking much of the failings of others. To be Testament shows that they who first embraced know not how it was, but gradually and insidi while we both pursued our own reflections.—
should cause us to be more diligent in our la good Christians is a more difficult thing than the gospel were eminent in works; yet those ously literary distinction became my ruling At length I untied from my neck the locket con
bours, and more earnest in our prayers. It Christians themselves generally imagine. No works, it is equally clear, were the result of such passion. My bible was consulted less frequent taining my mother’s hair, and handed it to my
we ask faithfully we shall receive: if we seek thing but our faults and negligence can effectu deep and abiding inward conviction, as restrain ly, my seasons of devotion were hurried over, father, “I wish to leave this,” said I, “to my
as the Lord directs, we shall find.
ally hinder our prosperity and increase. When ed men, and led them captive to their blessed and even the worship of the Sabbath, came at sister Jane, with the same injunction with which
******
we consider our many sins, our want of love and influences. Those who were the cultivators of last to be attended by me with little interest or my dear mother gave it to me. Tell her that
From this review of the past year, it appears . union and zeal, and the smallness of our num this spiritual frame of mind looked up to heav feeling.
it has been a talisman to me in many a difficul
that amidst obstacles and discouragements not bers compared with the sects around us, peni en, and saw Him that was invisible; they felt I was sometimes uneasyat perceiving the change ty and temptation; and that if I had never suf
a few, we have much reason to bless God for tential meekness and humility will best become that they were believers in a God, who, which had taken place in my affections, and felt fered myself to be unmindful cf it, I should
the degree ol prosperity vouchsafed to us— us, and be most likely to promote our prosperi though unseen by mortal eye, yet was really alarmed tor the result. But I satisfied myself have been spared the only pain I feel at this
present in every place: was as much in their with saying, that as soon as I should be relieved time. Bid her, therefore, wear it in memory of
Some addition is made to the number of parish ty and increase.
es ; and, if we m^ include Bangor and Ames
The motion to disssolve this diocese made in own hearts as in the highest heavens, marking from my present hurry, or had finished the stu her deceased brother and morj^r, and as a
bury, ten new Chur-hes are built, or now build- our last Convention and to be acted upon in them, approving them, loving them, promising dy I had now on hand, I should have leisure to pledge that she will never passmllAjf. without
jng'in this Diocese, M eight of them in places this, will of course occupy your very serious at them things which none butOmnipotence could resume my religious vigilance. But this leisure prayer; remembering that if we cannot see
where we have had n^e before. Great has tention. It will, I hope and trust, be examined accomplish. Like Stephen, they may have did not come, and I suffered myself still to go how she fulfils the pledg£, God docs;^and the
been the change in the Extern Diocese, since with caution and coolness, and be decided in been said to have seen the heavens opened ; to on. I quieted the remonstrances of my mind day is coming when we shall also know.
its first formation. We -ad then, including unanimity asitf peace. If the proposed mea have had their eye daily fixed on him, their with the persuasion that a man cannot feel
I was too feeble to pursue the conversation,
Vermont, but fifteen clergy,jen. Now in the sure be adopted, the effect, as I understand the Lord and Redeemer, seated in glory on the equally engaged at all time on any subject; and and soon became faint. I thought myself dy
five States, there are more
five times that question, will be that the constitution of the right hand of God ; they saw him ministering that at any rate I was preparing myself for the ing. After I revived, I could catch from the
umber • and the increase t» obcr respects has Eastern Diocese will cease to be binding on daily on their behalf in the sanctuary of heav duties of life, and why was this not as accepta occasional whispers in the room, that it was
ieen in about the same propwtio,.
any one, and that this Convention will meet no en, and making the most powerful intercession ble service as the performance of my religious thought I could not live through another night,
Where we have ministers lerm^ently set more. In whatever shall be your decision, I for his servants ; nay, they looked beyond the duties ? Then, if conscience answered that the I had nothing further which I wished to say,
tled and labouring faithfully, thesucc,?s ig such shall acquiesce. I know not of any material present; to the eye of faith the distant period preparation for future duty is no excuse for and I lay quietly in the perfect possession of
as may well encourage us to make greyer and inconvenience that will result from the dissolu was ever at hand, when he should descend neglecting present duty, 1 stifled the suggestion my powers, waiting the signal to depart. O,
the indescribable sublimity of that hour!—
more united exertions than we
yekmade. tion. My Episcopal supervision is not, as I from heaven to translate them to mansions of by burying mv thoughts in study.
I tremble to this day. to think of the hazard Words cannot picture the solemnity of Feeling
Experience is every year confirming vhat,from conceive, involved in this motion. Whether eternal glory. Hence they daily looked for the
the excellence of our ecclesiasnctnnolity,\he the four states or dioceses shall hereafter be descending Jesus; they daily listened for the I was running, and in how dreadful a ruin it that pervaded my mind, as my thoughts flew, in
orthodoxy of our standards, the s«r\tural Ih. under one Bishop, or two or more, are separate sound of the last trumpet; and the awful real might have ended, if it had not pleased God to the pressure and excitement of the season,
erality of our discipline, and the puriw of out questions, which you can consider or not as ities of an unseen world were as sure in their send me a rebuke. I had already entered my with tbe rapidity of lightning, to the past and
GEOROE W MYERS, PRINTER.
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day, one of these devoted pastors, in the hum mg the thing through a proper medium—sur
Greek Testament; afterwards he expounds a not because "there is more light in the moon and ble building his people then occupied, surround veying the whole line in a religious light.
stars
than
in
the
sun,
but
because
the
light
of
chapter, then concludes with prayer. Once a
I address myself more particularly to profess
ed by the lambs of his flock, reciting to him their
month we have a United Missionary Society the sun is greater than our eyes can directly Catechism, intently listening to the explanations ing Christians, who are trading (if we niay so
among the undergraduates, some hundreds be bear. So we can more clearly discover the he gave them, and manifesting much pleasure speak) for another world, whither they are laing generally assembled; at which several ‘tried truth and distinct nature of things moral and in the exercise. Both minister and children pidly hastening; and they should avail them
vessels’ talk to us, and endeavor to excite a spi natural, than we can of things heavenly and were, at least seemed, happy, the one in giving selves of all the facilities the present scene af
rit of compassion for the dark and hopeless spiritual. Not that there is more substance or and the others in receiving instruction. And fords; and these in the good providence of God
state of the heathen world; and then all con reality in them, but because the ability of our why should not such scenes be oftener witness offer on every hand. But, alas! how slow are
clude with a hymn (the voice of two or three understanding is more suited to the comprehen ed? How can that minister expect to have the most active and enterprising of us in laying
Owfn.
hundred young men being united) and a prayer sion of them.”
much influence over the adults, to whom, in the hold of them, and of consecrating them to the
for the prosperity of missionary work. Then
early and most susceptible and most docile pe high ends to which they are applicable! For,
AN INTERESTING INCIDENT.
Mr.Carus holds a private prayer-meeting topray
riod of their life, he paid no attention? The assuredly, commercial, philosophical, and all
for a spirit of devotion to the will of God—and
Free-thinkers and infidels often ridieule re times, the Church, GOD himself, all demand other improvements, tnay be, and should be,
for a willingness to go and do His work wher ligion, and those who embrace it ; but there is that the youthful mind be deeply imbued with rendered subservient to religion—“pure'and un
ever lie chooses. Then there are small knots that within them which tells them that religion religious knowledge, the youthful heart be matte defiled religion.”
of friends, five or six in number, that meet at is a reality, and that those who are actuated by the°temple of the Holy Ghost, the youthful
Now, first, there is an important saving of time
each other’s rooms on Saturday nights to search its spirit, and governed by its principles, are en soul be taughtto -‘stretch its wi^gs to seats pre and it has been said, “the saving of time is the
the Scriptures and prepare their minds to keep titled to confidence and respect.
pared above.” Heavy will be the wo that will greatest of all savings;” then ought we not to
the Lord’s day profitably. Thus have I given
The following anecdote was related to us a fall upon the parent, ’heavy (heavJer'~s'hall we appropriate a portion of the hours thus gained
yon an enumeration of the great spiritual ad few days since. It has probably been published
say?) the wo that will fall upon the pJstoA, that to the furtherance of our best interests; and
vantages to be enjoyed at Cambridge, and wo and better than we can tell it—but it will bear
in this particular shall fail of his duty.. Our the good of those around us? In the first place
be to me if I profit not by them.”
repetition.
two beloved brethren will pardon we doubt not to private devotion, then to family religion, next
In a subsequent letter he gives me the follow
Two men were travelling in the far west—
to works of mercy and piety.
ing interesting intelligence;—“Last Lord’s day one was a sceptic and the other a Christian.— our allusion to them in this communication.—
But there is also a considerable pecuniary
We
hope
ourselves
to
profit
by
the
example
of
evening, Mr. Cams (the affectionate friend and The former was on every occasion ready to de
advantage in the reduction ot travelling expen
ministerial
fidelity
each
of
them
affords;
we
adviser of all undergraduates) gave us some nounce religion as an imposture, and professors
ses', the cheap conveyance of goods, &c. One
most interesting records of Bishop Chase’s life, as hypocrites. According to his own account hope others will appropriate to themselves our religious trader in our town has told me that
to encourage us to bear with patience whatever of the matter, he always suspected those who remarks, as they may seem to be at all applica he hopes to save thereby ,$500 a-year. Few
crosses God may be pleased to try us with.— made pretensions to piety, felt particularly ex ble.—<S. i>. Visiter.
individual tradesmen, perhaps, will realize so
Our venerable Mother Church is beginning to posed in the company of Christians, and took
much, and many considerably less, but all will
From the Christian Witness.
awake from her lethargy and bestir herself in special care of his horse and his pockets when
I was recently hearing a layman express profit according to their amount of business.—
her proper emplo) ment. Great things are to the saints were around him.
his regret that it had not fallen to his lot under Now, what proportion of such savings would it
be done in London. The Bishop of London
They had travelled late one evening, and the Providence of God to preach the Gospel.— be right to devote to religious societies, public
has promised to give his sanction to an associa were in the wilderness. They at last drew near
institutions, and private charities? and thus, by
tion, whose object is to send forth lay agents in to a solitary hut, and rejoiced at the prospect of Such a feeling if I mistake not, has been awak the latter, giving the poor who have no traffic
to the streets and lanes of the great metropolis, a shelter however humble. They asked admis ened in the breast of many, now for the first on the line a direct interest in this great and
to compel all classes (by persuasion) to come in. sion, and obtained it. But it was almost as time looking with an enlightened Christian love prosperous undertaking, by causing them to
The scheme of lay agents has some dangers, as dreary and comfortless within as without: and over the waste fields in Zion.
Should that beloved brother in the Church participate in its advantages. How far it is
Mr. Simeon found to his cost, and they are, there was nothing prepossessing in the appear
right—a duty—thus to view and carry out the
that when the agents have become fluent in ance of the inhabitants. These were an elder meet with these thoughts, or should they attract principle of public improvements, and how far
the
notice
of
any
brother
blessed
with
the
rich

praying and teaching, they may be puffed up by ly man, his wife, and two sons—sun burnt, har
it is wrong not to do so, the reader is left to
vanity, and set up for themselves as Indepen dy and rough. They were apparently hospita es of this life, let him indulge his regrets in vain judge.— .S’. S. Journal.
dents. Mr. Simeon found the reality of these ble, and welcomed the travellers to such home no longer.
If you are not a minister of the Gospel, you
dangers to his grief; men that he employed in ly tare as the forest afforded; but this air of kind
From the Missionary.
this wav became dissenting preachers, and his ness might be assumed to deceive them, and the may yet preach the Gospel. You have wealth,
MISSIONS TO AFRICA.
and
there
is
somewhere
about
you
one
young
most bitter foes. Mr. Cams has therefore sug travellers became seriously apprehensive that
We are glad to see by the Spirit of Missions
gested as an amendment, that instead of em evil was intended. It was a lonely place: suited man, or more, whom you may prepare and send
ploying pious shopkeepers, apprentices and to deeds of robbery and blood. No help was forth as the herald of the Cross. Look over the that this long neglected portion of the Mission
others of that class, young graduates should be at hand. The two friends communicated to each circle of your acquaintance,—inquire ot your ary field is about to be taken up, as become*
chosen from the two universities of the ages of other their apprehensions, and resolved that on spiritual guide,—and you shall not long wait for the Church. From the proceedings of the
Foreign Committee of tiic Board of Missions,
21 and 22, and that they should be thus em retiring to their part of the hut—for there were an opportunity of doing good.
Thus- may you give lustre to a gem now con it appears that the Rev. Dr. Savage, and the
ployed, viz; in visiting the sick,praying,reading two apartments in it—they would secure it as
the Scriptures, homilies, &c. in the city and sub well as they could against the entrance of their cealed; thus may you be the means of develop Rev. Messrs. Minor and Payne have been ap
urbs, wherever the ministers should need such host—would have their weapons of defence at ing talents which shall, with a. giant’s power, pointed Missionaries to Western Africa, and af
assistance, for two years at a salary of £100 per hand, and would take turns through the night build anew the walls of Zion, or enlarge and ter presenting the subject of their labours to
annum: after that period, tho rector, under in watching, so that one should be constantly on strengthen those already established. Let such the Churches for their prayers and patronage,
a man go forth into the world as your represen will repair to their places of destination. We
whom they were placed, would give them a ti guard while his comrade slept.
tle to oders, the society guaranteeing £100 a
Having hastily made their arrangements they tative; let him go forth to do what now to you especially rejoice in this intelligence. From
year for two .years longer,
under deaconship joined the family, partook of their homely fare is impossible, and you shall not be without your the first it was our favorite Mission. Lot who
_
will doubt of the duty or expediency of other
•
this means a and spoke of retiring to rest. The old man said reward.
and first year of" priesthood,
But is there not a peculiar opportunity pre Missionary labours, no man can doubt of this.
race of clergy would be rais’ed up, thoroughly it had been his practice in better times, and he
furnished to all sorts of parochial work, “apt to continued it still, before his family went to rest sented just at this time? Can von invest your A whole continent, wrapped in an intellectual,
teach, willing to communicate” their scriptural at night; to commend them to God, and if the funds where they shall more surely produce fif moral, spiritual darkness, deeper and thicker
knowledge. In time this plan might gain so strangers had no objection he would do so now. ty and an hundred fold, than in an institution than that which physically enveloped ancient
much ground that, none would be admitted to The Christian rejoiced to find a brother in the which is, as yet, struggling even for an exis Egypt—who can sit still while this is so?—
Great Britain labours, with a zeal which well
orders whs had not passed the ordeal. The wilderness, and even the sceptic could not con tence?
Measure the influence which our Theological becomes her, in her proper field, in pagan Asia,
Bishop of Chester has proposed a similar asso ceal his satisfaction at the proposition. The old
ciation for lay-agents to his own clergy. The man took down a well worn bible, on which no Seminary, with the blessing of God, shall carry is there no spirit in America to say, that, if the
fact is, the Church of England was established dust was gathered, though age had marked it, through the present down to coming ages.— Lord will be her helper, -‘Ethiopia shall soon
at a time when there was not a third of the pop and read with reverence a portion of the sacred Weigh the moral energy which even one of its stretch out her hands to God ?”
Especially we rejoice that a Missionary, the
ulation there is at present; consequently her scriptures. He then supplicated the divine graduates shall exert in this world; and thus
trace the results expanding and magnifying for Rev. Mr. Pi-out, has offered himself for Abys
provisions for ministrations of the word and sa protection, acknowledged the
8‘'"',nos< ever.
Estimate
ilie
value
of
such
an
influence
sinia. “It must operate as an encouragement,"
craments fall far short of tbv ueeu.
i ms ar ami piayeu ror pardon, guidance, grace and sal
For the Gambler Observer.
rangement will be provided for by voluntary vation. He prayed, too for the strangers: that over the coming age; to be remarked, if we may says a writer in the Christiau Observer, so long
INTERESTING TO SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
judge by forecast shadows, by events new and ago as 1812, “to exert ourselves in favour of
contributions. The mass of wealth in the coun
The Depository of the American Sunday try is in the hands of Episcopalians, and the they might be prospered on their journey; and unparalleled in all human history; I mean the Abyssinia, that it furnishes perhaps the easiest
at
the
close
of
their
earthly
journey,
they
might
Sohool Union kept at 186 Main Street Cincin immense contributions to the societies for For
conflicts of mind with mind, of truth with error, medium of access into the very heart of Afri
nati (late Corey and Websters bookstore) has eign Missions testify their readiness to impart have a home in Heaven. He was evidently a of reason with sophistry, which is to be fought ca. The intercourse between Abyssinia and
man
of
prayer,
and
that
humble
cottage
was
a
recently been re-organized under the direction of the same.”
about us and among us.
some of the great cities on the Niger is said
place where prayer was wont to be made.
ef a Local Board of agency consisting of 21
Who does not see that the forces of Satan, to'.be constant. Saturate Abyssinia with scrip
Respecting our clerical meetings, he remarks,
The travellers retired to their apartment.—
members selected from different denominations
under a thousand names, are marshalled for the tural light, and, through the Divine blessing, it
of Christians. It is the intention of the Socie “I rejoice greatly at the reviving state of the According to their previous arrangement, the onset, and what Christian breast does not burn will stream even into that region of darkness.'
Church
in
Nova
Sqptia
and
New
Brunswick.
—
sceptic
was
to
have
the
first
watch
of
the
night,
ty not only to keep in this depository a full sup
with desire to rally around that sacred object Is there not special encouragement for us in the
ply of their publications for Cincinnati and its I long to be one among you in that happy work; but instead of priming his pistols and bracing of our love and prayers, the Church,—to erect reasonable hope that remains of the primitive
vicinity but also to make it a wareroom from but it may not be for years perhaps. Your clor- bis nerves for an attack, be was for wrapping if possible,a barrier against thesweepingseourge Church may be found there, as in Malabar ?—
which supplies may be furnished to the whole ioal meetings must be profitable in many ways. himself in his great coat and covering himself in which threatens to overthrow the blood-bought At all events, and in any and every way, let
of the Western Valley;and further the terms of i The spirit of evangelical fire is thus more readily a blanket, as quietly if be had never thought of institutions of our blessed religion. Are you
Africa be encompassed and penetrated. With
sale will be the same as those adopted by the , kindledand fanned toa brigbtflame. Gospel truth danger. His friend reminded him of their ar a Christian, and can you not leave for your chil
eager impatience, in the \Yords of a poet of our
spreads from the wise minister to the unlearned: rangements, and asked him how he had lost his
parent Society in Philadelphia.
the sluggish is raised with holy emulation to apprehensions of danger? The sceptic felt the dren and your friends, and the world, a firmly own, we ask,
******
established Church, under whose fostering care “When shall her centre opened be, when shall the vail that
contend earnestly for the faith; the sad and sinThe patrons of the Society have contributed j afflicted soul cheered and encouraged. I hope force of the question, and of all it implied^—and are brightening your own hopes of heaven?—
lay
had
the
franknessto
acknowledge
that
he
could
funds for the express purpose of enabling the [ they may become general in the provinces. The
that land of mystery, so long, be torn away ?
not
but feel himself as safe as at a New Eng Are you a Philanthropist, and will you not dis Upon
Society to extend the circulation of these books dissenters gain amazing strength by their con
seminate principles, which amid the revolutions When shall the hallowed Cross be seen, far in those sunny
tracts
to some extent gratuitously. Every new Sun ferences and associations; besides Christ pro land fire side, in any house, or in any forest which have shaken the whole Christian world
where
the
Bible
was
read
as
the
old
man
read
Beyond the lofty mountain screen, and thundering cata
day School requiring assistance upon going into mises His presence expressly to such little
racts ?
it, and prayer was offered as the old man prayed. have come forth brighter and purer and more
successful and permanent operation and pur unions.”
efficient than ever, and which have been the bas
—
Exeter
News
Letter.
When
shall
the daily harks that bring rich lading to the
chasing to the amount of Five dollars will be
is of every temple of liberty erected under hea
sea
entitled to a donation of the same amount, and
ven?
Of plumes of gorgeous colouring, end choicest ivory,
For the Gambier Observer.
FROM NOTES BY THE WAY.
to feeble schools requiring it, a donation of Tes- i
There are opportunities of making an impres And incense of Acacia groves, and costly gems, and grain*
PILGRIM’S PROGRESS.
laments is made.
j
Cincinnati is well calculated to make a highly sion on our age, which, neglected, return to us Ot that most valued gold Washed down by Abyssinian
rains ;
In addition to our own publications it is pur- i Who hasnot read Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress? favorable impression upon every person who no more. Such an one is presented in the pre
posed to keep for sde a very choice and exten- j He who has not cannot do so too soon; and he visits it. It is “beautiful for situation.” The sent condition of the Theological Seminary in When shall they bear a freightage back more precious than
those woods
sive assortment of Theological and religious who had may well read it again. It is a work bank of the Ohio, on which the city is built; this Diocese. I pray those who have the abil
fragrance fills the Niger’s track in seasoti of the
books suitable for Bible Classes, Church Li- : full of interest and instruction to tho Christian though high above the mark to which that no ity, to look at this subject once more in the light Whose floods
?
braries—Family reading and ministers Libraries, ! and the scholar. We have been led to speak ble river ordinarily rises, has been graded down which beams from the future.
When shall each kingdom that receives the Gospel learn to
also, the publications of the Massachusetts Sun- , of it at this time from having met with the fol making the descent to the water’s edge very
prize
Pro Ecclesia.
The treasures hidden in its leaves above all merchandize?’
day School Union, The publications of the I lowing notice of it from one who ranks high easy. The streets, paved from the river to the
Episcopal Sunday School Union, Bibles, Pray among modern scholars, the Rt. Hon. Sir James commencement of the hill or. the other side of
A PATTERN PARISH.
er Books, Hymns and Catechisms. Commen Mackintosh. In the course of his History of the city, are distinguished not only for their
We admire the spirit of the parish which is IIOW THEY MAKE THE RESPONSES IN AfWICA.
The Missionary at Freetown, Western Afri
taries by Scott, Henry and Barnes. The pub- I the Revolution of 1688 he is led to speak of width, but cleanliness. I do not recollect to described below, in an extract from Bishop
lications of the Religious Tract Society, Lon Bunyan as one of those who suffered with ma have seen one lane, alley, or narrow street. In Mcllvaine’s Episcopal address. It affords an ca, in his report to the English Church Mis
don,embracing the most celebrated productions ny others from the violence of James and his the style of building, much taste and elegance apt illustration of the doctrine which we never sionary Society, gives a better account of the
of many of the eminent divines of the 16th minions, and then mentioned his immortal work have been displayed. Brick is the material cease to urge, that they who water shall be wa responsive worship in his Church than could be
as follows.
and 17th Centuries.
principally used both for the private and public tered themselves. The italics, which are the furnished by many of our Clergy. ‘-Notwith
“H is Pilgrim’s Progress” an allegorical re edifices. Of each of these there are many in Bishop’s own, convey a hint which we commend standing the general propensity of the Africans
Superintendents sending a catalogue of thetr
to the strange excitement of feeling which pre
hooks on hand'to
hand tc Bi? sub?cn“berXy depend I Presentation of the Calvinistic theology, at first this young city that would do credit to any city to all whom it may hit.—Missionary.
All orders
upon not bavins
having dunlicates
duplicates sent.
sent. All
orders f?und reade’? only am°nS thos° ot that Per.sua* in the Union. The new Episcopal Church, of
“April 10th, I consecrated the new and ex vails at many places of worship in the town,
Sion,
gradually
emerged
from
this
narrow
circle
which the Rev. Mr. Brooke is the rector, con cellent Church at Newark; preached twice and «md to which the manner of our divine service
wMl be executed with care and despatch.
and by the natural power of imagination over structed according to the Gothic style, is one confirmed five. Little more than three years forms so striking a contrast, there arc not a few
CHARLES J. CHERRY, Agent.
the uncorrupted feelings of the majority of of the most imposing, as it is one of the most had elapsed since my first visit to Newark, when who delight in the use ot the excellent formu
mankind, at length rivalled Robinson Crusoe in spacious “temples of the Lord,” any where to the parish was scarcely in existence, and only lary of the Church, and especially those who
From the Christian Witness.
popularity. The bigots and persecutors sunk be seen in our country. The one nearly finish some three or tour females took a lively inter have learned to read. The responses are given
RELIGIOUS PRIVILEGES AT THE UNIVERSITY
into oblivion; the scoffs of wits and worldlings ed when I was there, and of which the Rev. Mr. est in the Church, and to build a church edi with feeling and devotion, and the voice of the
OF CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND.
were unavailing; while, after the lapse of a Haight is the rector, will, it is conceived, be
We copy the following interesting extracts, century, the object of their cruelty and scorn quite as beautiful and not much less spacious. fice and support a minister seemed too impossi clerk is drowned in that of the congrey&tio0- '
from a letter written in Cambridge, and publish touched the poetical sympathy as well as the In this the Grecian style has been observed.— ble to be seriously thought of. Now a spacious It would be a very small matter that ivould be
ed in the Colonial Churchman, printed at Lun piety of Cowper; his genius subdued the oppo It will be I am persuaded,a model of its kind.— substantial, and unusually tasteful gothic church drowned by the voice of many of our congre
enburg; Nova Scotia. The tribute which the site prejudices of Johnson and of Franklin, I he architect obligingly favored me with a view is finished, without any aid from beyond the gations. The more’s the pity.—Miss.
writer pays to the “aged Simeon” will be grate and his name has been uttered in the same of the plan ofits internal arrangement, and I precincts of Newark; a large bell has been
purchased : a Rectoj^s supported ; the com
NEVIN’S THOUGHTS.
iful to the friends of evangelical piety, through breath with those of Spencer and Dante.”
could not but be struck with the good judg municants have increased to upwards of fifty;
out our ChurjSfc. Every day contributes to the
The
sublimest
thought?- are conceived by
X. H.
ment, and the regard to economy displayed in the parish is not wanting in contributions to the’
strength rtf our conviction that the Church of
the intellect when it is incited by pious emo
arranging the seats or pews.*
Missionary, Education, and other benevolent
England is rich in spiritual wealth;—so long as
Selected for the Gambier Observer.
Cheering indeed was it to perceive what fast causes, and does notforget to pay the expense of tion.
she remains so, God will take care, that she has WHY DO MEN FIND SO MANY DIFFICULTIES IN hold
There are many shi’ing h'ghts, which are not
upon the affections of so large a part of the its Minister in attending upon the Convention of
all needful temporalities.
also burning lights.
RELIGION ?
population of this distant city our Church has, the diocese.
Those may hope to h- saved at the eleventh
“The religious advantages to be enjoyed arc
“It is an ancient complaint that spiritual things and the delightful state of feeling existing be
hour, who, whenealfed at that hour can plead,
v®r7 great.
the drst P^ace» the blessed Word are filled with great obscurity and difficulty, and tween each of the eminent faithful pastors of
THE RAIL-WAY.
that it is their fist c/ J 'vho can say, when ask
f*
daily open to my hand in its venera it is true. Not in themselves, for they all come these two flourishing congregations. Long may
It was eight o’clock when you started, and ed why they ?vand/He, “Because no man hath
ble Hebrew and Grecian garb? then such truly from the Father ofi lights, and are full of light, they be spared to watch over the souls commit
Gospel preacher.^.aiteod as Simeon, that aged order, beaut}' and wisdom; and light and order ted to them—many souls may each have as his you had breakfasted. It is not yet ten; you can hired
j »
Some neve'" b/,n topray till God has seemed
,me..Scholefield a profound Grecian and very are the only means whereby any thing makes a crown of rejoicing, when the Lord shall call do your business and return borne to dinnerclear reasoner;
Mr.
Carus
i
co.
n .
’aa,sc,ple
s,’ discovery of itself. But the ground of all ins stewards to their reckoning! A beautiful thus having travelled more than forty miles in ^The^hrisff11® feeling himself weak, make
a most. excellent
young sman.
ThanofSimeon
„
day, Mr. Scholefield has a »u™\ToT?„± darkness and difficulty in these things lies in sight was it to behold, as I did, on the Lord’s nearly half the time,and at less than half the ex
pense of the old way by coach. Now, this is him
.
i
ourselves. We can more clearly and steadily
men at Ins house where any question, may he behold the moon and the stars, than we can the
(Amuin# benevolence is not stationary, hut
T he building has sine? been completed,and a very in- the railway and the age ofi improvement. Let
asked on difficult subjects, generally in7the j«», when it shines in its greatest lustre. It is resting inscription of it m-hs published in a recent num us then see what real improvement can he ef ozvipaterV'. B goeth about doing good.
ber of the Churchma-,,.
fected, what solid advantage gained, by view Preparation for meeting God ought to bs

to the future,-to ray ownflif«’—
Christianity,—to the perfections of God,
the promises of Christ,-to the Prospects or
Heaven ; and the whole was framed with an ntense energy of which I can now hardly con
ceive, into a perpetual mental prayer,
was I occupied until sleep overcame me, and
was lost in forgetfulness.
.
It was ordained that we should be deceived.
He who had brought me low, intended but to
chasten and heal me; and when I had learned
all that a death-bed could teach, he again brea
thed health into my frame, and bade me lire to
praise him.
"Seekfirst the kingdom ofi God, and the righte
ousness thereof, and all these things shall be added
unto you."
•
•
These words were perpetually present to my
mind, during my recovery from the illness I
have mentioned, and gave rise to much saluta
ry reflection, which helped to establish my res
olution for the future. I felt how easily the
one thing needful slips away from those who
cease to seek it, and how liable even a religious
man is to lose the substance of happiness in
pursuing the shadow. I persuaded myself that
if the prime object of duty were secured, a
man could never feel anything actually wanting
to his well-being ; for it is very evident that the
pursuit of the highest duty and most perma
nent good, is consistent with the pursuit
and enjoyment of every other object really de
sirable.
I experienced the truth of this at once, in re
turning to the studies of my class. My great
struggle had been to subdue my inordinate am
bition. It had interfered with my religion, and
must be sacrificed. It was a dear sacrifice, but
I took my resolution, and it was performed.—
The consequence, I supposed would be, that I
should fall from my standing as a scholar, and
graduate with less reputation than I had covet
ed. This was a mortifying anticipation; but
better risk my scholarship than my religion,
thought I, and I summoned firmness to brave
the result. This result was quite other than I
expected. In proportion as I became indiffer
ent to my reputation,for mere reputation’s sake,
I found myself able to study and recite with
greater ease and self-possessior.. Formerly my
extreme anxiety to do well, and my morbid
dread of doing ill, had occasioned an irritability
and hurry of spirits, which often threw me off
my self-command, and produced the very evils
I sought to avoid. But now, having little desire
except to do my duty, I was cool, collected,
and preserved the full command of my pow
ers. So that, to my surprise, I acquitted my
self better than formerly, and rose in my class,
rather than fell. A certain portion of every
day was sacredly devoted to religious exercises
and studies; and the time thus subtracted from
classical pursuits, was more than compensated
by the steadiness of mind arid equanimity of
feeling which it produced.
There is no state of the mind so happy in it
self, and at the same time so fitted for success
hi the duties of the world, and for contentment
amid its difficulties, as the tranquil and com
posed frame of habitual devotion.—Abbot's
Magazine.

GAMBIER OBSERVER
made first, not only because it is most impor
tant, but because it may not be needed first.—
We may want nothing so much as religion.—
It is the only thing that is necessary, certain
ly, exceedingly, indispensably and immediate
ly’
It is easier to do a great deal of mischief than
to accomplish a little good.
No man will ever fully find out what he is by
a mere survey of himself. He must explore, if
he would know himself.—Landmark.
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Clerical Change.— The Rev. F. H. Cuming has re
signed his situation as Editor and Special Agent of the
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union, (the
resignation of the special agency to take place from Octo
ber 5, and the editorship from December 15,1836,) and
has accepted a call to the rectorship of Calvary Church, in
the city of New York.— Churchman.
Oriunations.—On Sunday, Sept. 11th, in St. James’
(Swedes) church, Kingsessing, the Rev. William N. Diehl,
deacon, was admitted to the holy o>"der of priests, by Bish
op H. U. Onderdonk: the Rev. Messrs. Clay and Brinckle uniting in the imposition of hands. There are three
Swedes congregations in this state, under one vestry, and
forming one parish, of which the Rev. Mr. Clay is the
rector, having special charge of Gloria Dei church, Wecacoe, near the Navy Yard. The Rev. Mr. Brinckl e is
the assistant minister for St. James’ church, Kingsessing;
and the Rev. Mr. Diehl, the assistant minister for Christ
chnrcn, Upper Merion.
On Sunday, Sept. 25th, in St. James’ church, Lancas
ter, the Rev. Alexander Varian, deacon, was admitted to
the holy order of priests, by Bishop H. U. Onderdonk;
the Rev. Messrs. Bowman & Cruse, and the Rev. Dr.
Muhlenburgh of the diocese of New York, uniting in the
imposition of hands. The Rev. Mr. Varian is Professor
of Mathematics in the Abbeville Institute, an excellent es
tablishment for the education of youth, in the vicinity of
Lancaster.
On Thursday, August 25, in Calvary church, Homer,
Bishop B. T. Onderdonk admitted the Rev. Charles
Jones, deacon, the minister of the church, to the priest
hood.
On Wednesday, August 31, in St. Michael’s church,
Charleston; the Rev. George White was admitted by Bish
op Bowen, to the holy order of priests__ Protestant Episco
palian.
At the opening of the Convention of this Diocese, in
Trinity Church, in this city, on Thursday, October 6, the
Bishop admitted to the holy order ot Priests, the Rev.
William Tatliam, Deacon, missionary at Fairfield, Her
kimer county, and the Rev. Richard Cox, Deacon, mis
sionary in the State of Mississippi, in the employ of the
Board of Missions. Morning prayer was read by the Rev.
Francis L. Hawks, K>. D., rector of St. Thomas’ Church,
assisted by the Rev. John Reed, D. D., rector of Christ
Church Poughkeepsie, Dutchess county, who- read the
lessons, the sermon preached by the Rev. Evan M. John
son rector of St. John’s Church, Brooklyn, and the candi
dates presented by the Rev. Lewis P. Bayard, rector of
St. Clement’s Church.— Churchman.

On Saturday, October 15, the Bishop of this Diocesa
Said the corner stone of St. Paul’s College, College Point,
Queen’s county. The service was that appointed for use
in this Diocesa at the laying of the corner-stone of a church
or chapel, with suitable alterations. Addresses were de
livered by the Rev. William A, Muhlenberg, I). D., the
Principal of the College, and the Rev. Francis L. Hawks,
D. D., Rector of St. Thomas’ Church, New York.—
Churchman.
New York Convention.— We learn, from the Church
man, that the convention met and was organized on the 6th
instant in the City of New York.
The following notice of some of its proceeding* we find
in that paper:
A communication was next read from the' Vestry of
’Trinity Church, enclosing a vote of the Vestry of $30,000
to the diocesan fund, on specified conditions; with a view
to relieve the Bishop of all parochial charge, and enable
him to devote himself entirely to the duties of the episco
pate. The communication, together with so much of the
Bishop’s address as related to the same subject, was then re
ferred to a special committee.
A correspondence was then read, which had taken place
between the Secretary, as the organ of the Convention and
the Vestry of Trinity Church, in relation to the lands at
Fort Hunter.
Standing Committees were then appointed by the Chair,
on the incorporation of churches, on the diocesan fund, on
the treasurer’s report, and on the Theological Seminary:
after which the Convention adjourned.
On Friday morning, after the usual preliminaries, the
Secretary read an invitation from the Chancellor of the
University to the Convention to be present at the exercises
of the Annual Commencement, which wa3, on motion, re
spectfully acknowledged and declined, on the ground that
the sittings of the Convention prevented its acceptance.
The House proceeded to the election of the standing com
mittee, and of delegates and supplemental delegates to the
General Convention.
Standing Committee. — Rev. Drs. Lyell, Berrian, MacVickar, and Anthon, of the clergy, and T. L. Ogden, W.
A. Duer, Win. Johnson, and Floyd Smith, Esqs., of the
laity.
Delegates to the General Convention—Drs. Lyell, Mil
nor, Anthon, and Hawks, of the clergy, and P. A. Jay,
T. L. Ogden, Stephen Warren, and James Emott, Esqs.,
of the laity.
Supplemental Delegates. — Rev. Drs. Eastburn, M’Vickar,
Berrien, and Mr. L.
Bayard; Messrs. Win. Johnson,
P. G. Stuyvesant, John T. Irving, and Floyd Smith, of
the laity.
The report of the committee who were appointed at the
last Convention on the subject of the division of the dioeese was read and the committee discharged.
The committee on the proposition of Trinity Church in
regard to the support of the episcopate,reported in favor of
accepting the proposition, and the report was adopted.
The standing committee on the incorporation of church
es, and on the treasurer’s report, made reports, in which the
Convention concurred.
Floyd Smith, Esq. having resigned the office of treasur
er, C. N. S. Rowland, Esq. was appointed to the same.
The Convention here adjourned, and met again at six,
P. M.
Rev. Dr. Anthon moved a reconsideration of the vote
of the morning, discharging the committee appointed by
the last Convention on the division of the diocese. The
House agreed to the reconsideration, when it was resolved,
that the same committee he continued until the next Conyention.
Mr. Stuyvesant then called up a report laid’over at the
last Convention respecting the law for incorporating reli
gious societies in the State of New York; when the report,
and the bill proposed by the committee to be submitted to
tlie legislature of the State, with a request that it might be
enacted as a law, were read.
w
On motion of Mr. Hoffinan, it was,
Resolved, That the subject be referred back to the same
committee, to report what amendments of the present law
are advisable in respect to the qualifications of voters at the
first, and other elections of wardens and vestrymen, and
as to the necessity of the presence of the rector at all meet
ings of the vestry ; and as to the rector s being the presid
ing officer to bold the annual elections for vestrymen.
On motion of Mr. Whittingham, it was,
Jlesolved, That the committee be instructed to prepare a
report, to be appended to the Journal of the present Con-

The House then adjourned, and met again on Saturday
After’tbe business of the day was finished, a brief but
very impressive address was delivered by the Bishop; at
the close of which the Convention united with the Bishop
in singing and prayer, and adjourned, stnedie.-S. Churchman.

will not honor by bis equable piety and cultivated ability.
His zeal and efficiency at Bristol are well known : and if
the future destinies of the College may be judged of from
the past, its studious inmates through a whole line of pres
idents, will revert with reverential-feeling to one who was
closely and honourably associated with the founders of the
Institution.
At a meeting of the students of Bristol College, held
in Pennsylvania Hall, October 4th, Mr. L. G. Noble was
called to the chair, and Mr. William Hiester appointed
Secretary. The object of the meeting having been stated,
on motion the following resolutions relative to Dr. Coltons
resignation of the Presidency of Bristol College, were
unanimously adopted :_
Resolved, That we, the students of Bristel College, bold
ing the learning, talents, and official services of Dr. Col
ton, in the highest estimation, have with regret received
the intelligence of his resignation.
-Resofoed, That in retiring from the station, which he
has held since the opening of the Institution with so much
honour _to himself, and benefit to the College, he bears
with him the esteem, respect, and grateful remembrances of
us all.
Resolved, That a copy of the above resolutions be sent to
Ur. Colton-: and that these proceedings be published.
Louis L. G. Noble, Chairman
William Hiester, Secretary.
Maria Monk.—Col. Stone, editor of the Commercial
Advertiser, in bis paper of Saturday last, gives a narrative
in seven columns, of his examination of the Hotel Dieu
Nunnery at Montreal, the scene of Maria Monk’s story,
The result is as follows:
l< Thus ended this examination, in which we were most
actively engaged for about three hours. The result is the
most thorough conviction, that Maria Monk is an arrant
impostor—that she never was a nun, and was never within
the walls of the cloister of the Hotel Dieu—and conse
quently, that her disclosures are wholly and unequivocally
from beginning to end, untrue—either the vagaries of a
distempered brain, or a series of calumnies unequalled in
the depravity of their invention, and unsurpassed in their
enormity.
The Rev. Dr. Biownlee, in a letter whieh be has sent us
for publication, but for only a part of which we can find
room, begs the public to suspend their judgment on the case
of Col. Slone and the nuns, and adds :
We deliberately say, that after examining Maria Monk’s
case, at the first, for at least six months, we could not help
yielding our belief to the overwhelming evidence. We
do honestly believe all Maria Monks statements, and all of
Scipio de Ilieci’s disclosures; and all the “awful disclo
sures made by our Protestant forefathers, the Reformers,
tvho broke up these haunts of pollution and murder, in the
sixteenth century. Mr. Stone’s exposition is an able and
well written article. It is calculated for popular effect.—
But we deliberately and calmly declare that it has not in one
point, shaken our belief in the Nuns disclosures. We were
present at Mr. S.’s interview with “the nuns.” And the
result of that we shall give in the Vindicator. His whole
deportment on that occasion and that of the nuns, has con
firmed our perfect belief, that the Colonel is utterly wrong.
Wc publicly declare our unshaken belief that Mr. Stone
was completely imposed on, by the Jesuits of Montreal
and his guides, the nuns. They have played off a success
ful hoax upon him. It will be shown in the Vindicator
in due time, that he saw but a small portion of that immense
building; that he did net (gamine at all that part which Ma
ria Monlt mainly describes. This will be done by an able
hand--- N. Y. Obs.

East Indies.—Abandonment af the Idols at a Hindu Fes
tival.—Tidings from India continue to furnish most deci
sive evidence of the fact, that the objects of idolatrous wor
ship in that country have lost their hold on the affections
of the people; that the gorgeous and imposing festivals
cease to inspire the ardour that formerly brought together
the many thousands of eager and enthusiastic worshippers,
who crowded to the places at which they celebrated; that
coercion is now necessary to keep up even the debasing and
foolish pageants by which the observances are distinguished
and that the idols, if left spontaneous support ot the people,
would soon perish from under the heavens. Among the
accounts of this kind, the following has been recently re
ceived from the Missionaries at Bellary, in the Madras Pre
sidency.
In April, 1835, Mr. Paine, accompanied by S. Flavel,
the native pastor of the Tamul Church at Bellary, and
Burder, the native reader, visited Ilumpee, standing on
the site of the ancient and renowed city of Bisnaghur.—
The attendance at the festival, which is celebrated in ho
nour of the Hindu diety Pompapatii, was large, probably
50,000; though, in former years, the Missionaries have seen
upwards of 100,000 at the same place. On the great day
of the fetival, viz. the day of the full moon, the multitudes
were assembled to draw the two immense cars in which
the objects of their veneration are deposited. These cars
are ponderous fabrics of wood, one of them being about
200 feet high, raised on wheels 14 feet in diameter; 1000
people have been counted dragging one of them along.—
On this occasion, when as many as could be obtained were
about to commence their labour, a violent storm, attended
with torrents of rain,burst from the heavens; the multitude
made a stimultaneous rush to places of shelter; the gods
were deserted and left to suffer the fury of the elements
almost in solitude. The rain being very heavy, aad the
soil somewhat loose, the wheels of the larger car sunk so
lar into the ground as to render it impossible on that day
to move it from the spot at which it bad been forsaken by
the votaries of the idols it conveyed. Attempts were made
on the succeeding day to draw it, but to little purpose--The smaller car was drawn by the Brahmins, who united
their energies for that purpose. The populace manifested
far less zeal in their endeavours, and with all the stimnlahts
which were employed to excite them to vigorous effort, the
large car was not moved many yards. Messengers were
therefore dispatched to the Anagoondy Rajah, who resides
in the neighborhood, inviting his aid on behalf of the di
vinity. He obeyed the summons, and hastened to the
ground, accompanied by his retinue. The whole force in
the place was now combined, immense levers were applied
to the wheels of the car, and the strength of the elephant
was also employed to move the huge vehicle from its place.
Clapping of hands, acclamations of female spectators, and
the discharge of fire-arms, soon announced its motion, hut
it was advanced with great difficulty a few yards, when the
efforts of the people relaxed; and the exhausted strength of
the few who were zealous in the cause, obliged them to de
sist from the task.
IIow the car should be returned to its proper place was
the object of anxiety on the part of the Brahmins, as the
natives from a distance were beginning to retire. Humpee is situated in a deep and beautiful valley; exhibiting the
most luxuriant and picturesque appearance, and surround
ed by lofty rocksjof singularly fantastic shapes. The river
Toombudra flows through the centre of the valley, and adds
greatly to its fertility, and the richness of its scenery. The
avenues to the valley were now closed, and none were allow
ed to leave it until the idol should be returned to the tem
ple. Necessity now supplied a motive to exertion which
idolatrous zeal'could not, furnish; it united the efforts of
the multitudes, and with labour and difficulty they convey
ed the idol to her shrine.
No illustration could morestrikingly display the delusion
of the worshippers of these deities than the events which
occurred during this festival, and they were employed for
the couviction of the judgments of the peoplef in some in
stances it was evident with considerable success. Several
confessed that signs of- the downfall of their system were
beginning to appear, and that it would not be long before
car-festivals would cease- It was remarked, that the car
would not be drawn beyond the place where the Misssonaries are usually stationed, and which is commonly called
the Padre’s Muntapah, a porch or shelter, occupied by the
brethren. Some natives observed that this was a most
ominous circumstance.—Missionary Mag.

An Infidel Convention, it is said in some of the nor
thern papers, is shortly to be held at Saratoga for the pur
pose of forming a National Infidel Tract Society. What
is the motive that can prompt infidels to an enterprise of
this nature? Do they think that the truths and precepts
of the Gospel are of an immoral tendency? If they arc
of this opinion—and if such indeed were the case—still we
can see no occasion for efforts to propagate infidelity, for it
is an earthly weed which grows without cultivation. It
shoots up spontaneously in every wicked and corrupt heart,
and flourishes as in a congenial soil without culture
merely by neglect; and nothing hut a mighty foreign in
fluence—an interposition from the Almighty—planting
in this degenerate soil the seeds of the tree of life, can ef
fectually supplant it. Why then all this effort to propa
gate infidelity?—Southern Religious Telgeraph.

Dr. Colton.-We arc sorry to perceive, by • series of
complimentary regrets, expressed by the suidentsof B ist
College, that the Rev. Chauncey Colton, D. D. Presiden
ef that institution, is about to resign or has resigned his
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The following remarks made by Mr. Clay, in the same
passing at College. She only heard from her speech, will be read with pleasure: —
knowledge, and her enthusiastic fondness for rienced Christian. She was fully sensible of son, and his letters were affectionate as ever
It was not his object to have said so much, but merely
poetry and natural scenery, would have blunted her situation, spoke frequently of her approach and though his thanks for her remittances were to express his own feelings towards the Society, derived
ing
end
without
terror,
and
at
last
with
joyful
her relish for domestic pleasures and pursuits.
no longer accompanied by accounts of books or from twenty years experience; his unshaken conviction of
From the British Magazine.
But the fact was otherwise. She had attained anticipation. Throughout the whole, her trust literary curiosities purchased, yet the mot her the utility and benevolence of the Colonization scheme
in
her
Saviour
was
strong
and
unwavering.
On
of the strong claims which is presented for aid, to the
THE CHURCHMAN’S SUNDAY.
to a degree of skill with her needle very seldom him alone she relied tor salvation. Her suppli did not doubt that all was well- But do you and
State and National Governments. Nor could lie omit to
acquired by children of her years, as appears from cations to him for pardon and support were al ask where were the officers of Col ege. Alas, allude to the vast good it must confer upon Africa, by in
8weet day, let not the clouds of earthly care
the specimens of needleworkshe has left behind
Come over thy calm brightness—let reproof,
most unremitting; and never did the simple pa they were too much engrossed with the literary troducing among her people our religion. 1 am not (said
And pale remorse, and sadness stand aloo.;
her. She was generally cheerful; not averse thetic language of our litany appear more ap« education of their pupils,to devote much thought Mr. C.) a professor of religion ; and, as I have remarked
Let nought of worldly strife or ruder air
another occasion, I regret that I am not; I wish 1
to the gambols and amusements of children: but
or time to their moral culture. George Stevens on
Ruffle or rend the mantle thou dost wear
were; I hope that I shall be. The longer I live the more
there was a staidness and elevation in her de posite and affecting than when employed in the recited his lessons well, for his talents were of sensible
The robe thou wear’st is all celestial woof.
,
do I become of its utility ; the more profoundly
dying ejaculations of this suffering, trusting,
Come from the grave with Jesus. Heaven s blue roof portment, which showed that her mind sought child. Of her interest in the atonement of her a hierh order, and he lacked not literary pride, penetrated with its truth ; the more entirely convinced
Seems nearer earth, and all earth hath of fair
its proper gratification in higher pursuits than
that
the
religion
we have received from our ancestors, the
Saviour, she expressed a firm confidence, which and his conduct was not notoriously bad—fur religion of Christ,
Is fairer. O<> <»y calm and Klass>’ floor
the childish sports to which it condescended.
is, of all religions, the best; and it alone
tber
than
this
they
cared
not
to
know.
We sit. in commune sweet, thy riches blest
can afford us an adequate solace in the hour of affliction__
When she was five years old she became a sustained her to the end. The brief intervals
A
year
passed
by,
—
the
long
vacation
arrived:
Recounting, and forget that we are poor.
scholar in the Sunday school of St. Luke s of her paroxysms were occupied in comforting Mrs. Stevens counted the hours—almost the The Colonization scheme affords the means, und presents
us Ire bright to meet thee, angel guest,
best hopes of propagating this religion throughout Afri
Church. She entered her class with all her those about her. A little before she breathed minutes that must elapse before her beloved son the
With contemplations of enduring rest;
ca. —Landmark.
And with thee, listen at the heavenly door.
characteristic ardor and desire to learn; and she her last, she gave her parents and each one ol was clasped in her arms. He came—a fine look
soon became deeply interested in the truths of the household a farewell kiss, with an affection ing, well dressed youth, and the mother s heart
Coal Mimes in Illinois—The mount CarboD C03I
our holy religion. The Catechism of the Church ate charge to meet her in heaven. She then was full of happiness. She saw in him the.im Mines
JUVENILE.
are on the Margin of Big Muddy river, near Browns
with the other elementary books used in our fell asleep, and her young spirit flew to the bo age of her long lost, but well remembered bus ville, Jackson county, Illinois, a short distance from its
From the Sunday School Visiter.
som
of
her
Saviour,
and
to
the
company
of
the
junction,with the Mississippi river. The upper stratum of
Sunday sohools, she soon learned, and well un
band, and all, and more than all, that that bus coal which is now open, and has been worked on a limited
CAROLINE DUBOIS,
derstood. The records of her class, which the redeemed.
band
bad
been,
she
doubted
not
the
son
would
scale for many years is about six or seven feet thick, and
She was buried the next day. The weather
Daughter of Ira and Mary Dubois, was born in writer has examined, bear testimony to her dili
lies in a horizontal position above high watermark, leaving
the village of Catskill, March 17, 1830, and gence in study, accuracy in recitation, and good was extremely inclement and boisterous. The be.
room for wharfage between the river and the mines. This
A
few
days
passed
without
the
mother
s
hav

died January 20, 1836, aged five years and ten behavior in the school. Nothing seemed to drifts of snow were almost impassable, and the
coal combines the qualities of the anthracite with pure
ing
a
suspicion,
(a
mother
’
s
heart
is
no
home
for
charcoal, with a remarkable freedom from sulphur, slate,
month*.
make her more unhappy than a casual absence violent gusts were driving it in whirling eddies
She gave no proofs of extraordinary capacity, from her class; or from the services of the through the air. Amidst the roaring of the suspicion) of her son. She observed that George and other impurities, makes an open fire, ignites very easi.
wintry blast, swelled by the sighs and wailing of partook liberally of the wine, with which her ta ly, and burns with much flame and a strong heat, producing
till after the completion of her second year.— Church.
little smoke, cinder or ashes. These rare qualities lender
From that time she began to develope those
She was greatly delighted with the “Chil many who loved her, and lamented her untime ble was provided; she even saw, and that with this coal of great value and importance in the manufacture
powers of mind and traits of character, which dren’s Magazine,” which she considered an ex ly fate, the writer of this memoir committed to out a thought of evil, that the brandy bottle— of iron and steelf aud particularly so in the production of
distinguished her short but interesting life.
cellent publication for children; and she read the ground, with the appointed solemn services (these were not the days of temperance, and steam. Coal must ere long, be generally adopted for the
After this, the progress of her mind was sin with much eagerness and interest the “Sunday all that was mortal of little Caroline. There even Christian tables were polluted by ardent use of steam boats, and sugar plantations on the Mississippi
und for foundries, steam-mills, sugar refineries, and other
gularly rapid. Her aptitude to learn was un School Visiter,” and the other books which she her tender form now moulders into dust; but a spirits)—was never refused by him—yet she works
at New Orleans.—TV. K Observer.
day is coming when it shall rise again redeem feared not evil. His father, (and George was
common; and the facility with which she was weekly drew from the Sunday school library.
able to comprehend, at that very tender age, ’ The bent of Caroline’s mind bad now become ed from the power of the grave; when her “cor so like bis father) bis father had always loved
Milton’s Watch.—A poor family in this county lately
whatever was told or taught her, was a frequent strongly religious. The seeds of pious instruc ruptible shall put on incorruption,” and her his glass of wine, his father always took his bran received a box from America, as pait of the effects of an
dy
and
water
with
dinner,
and
yet
bis
father
was
aged relative, whose ancestors had emigrated to the conti
subject of admiration and remark among her ac tion sown in the Sunday school, “had fallen on “mortal shall be clothed with immortality.”
nent soon after the time of the Commonwealth. The box
And wow, my dear children, who read this what was then called a temperate man
quaintance..
good ground,” and “under the dew of God’s
A week or two had passed, and George was contained several coins of the reigns of Elizabeth, James,
The faculty that first remarkably displayed blessing,” had germinated, and promised an sketch, though you may not all be favored with
and Charles I., and a few of the Protectorate, but none of
itself in this child, was memory. When she was abundant harvest. She loved to talk of the Bi gifts equal to those with which God endowed invited to a convivial party by a college friend. a later period. With the coins there was an old watch,
He
went,
charging
bis
mother
not
to
sit
up
tor
little more than two years old, and before she ble, and of the great truths which it announces Caroline Dubois, yet you may all be as pious
and the family to whom the bequest came being indignant
could read, she would, from hearing others ca and inculcates—of the greatness and goodness and good as she was; you may all read your him; but be knew not a mother’s heart, he knew sold the whole to a silversmith, who was also a watchmak
sually read or recite, remember and repeat,with of God; of the love and merits of the Redeem Bible, and learn your duty, as she did; you may not the delight that mother felt, in gazing even er. The purchaser gave the full price for the coins, but
refused to give more for the watch than the value of the sil
•urprising readiness and accuracy, passages of er: on these and kindred topics she would dwell all like her, value and improve your present for a moment, on her son; in adding her fervent ver
case, 2s. 9d. The works, with the face on (which
Scripture, hymns, pieces of poetry, &c.; and so with great interest and deep feeling. For so golden opportunities of religious instruction, “God bless you,” to the usual fond “Good looked like iron) were left in a drawer frequently opened.
night.
”
Mrs.
Stevens
sat
up
—
midnight
came,
retentive was her memory, that, it is believed, young a child she had amazingly just and clear you all, like her may love the Saviour, and pray
After a while the friction on the face showed it to be silver,
she ijQver forgot any thing which she had views of the nature of sin the necessity of an to him, and trust in him, and serve him; you yet George came not—one, two, three o’clock, with an inscription on it. This being deciphered by clear
once learned. The following little anecdote atonement; of the need of repentance, faith, and all, like her, may honor and obey your parents, and yet he is not here. Four o’clock—a car ing the metal, was found to be “Johani Miltono, 162-k ”
contained also the name of the maker, a person in
may show in what perfection she possessed this spiritual renovation. On these great and mo and be “kindly affectioned” to all around you riage drove to the door. Mrs. Stevens hasten and
Pope’s head Alley, London, whose name appeals in the
faculty.
mentous subjects, she was never weary of dis And then, when you die, you will die like Caro ed forward to welcome her son—the servant tables of the Watchmakers’ Company for that period.—
A little after the completion of her second coursing and of receiving information. Nor was line, in peace and praise. And when your Sa opened the door—a loud coarse voice cries out, Yorhshb&paper.
year, and before she had been taught her alpha this all. Her religious impressions led to a cor viour comes at the last day, he will awaken you “Here is your master, put him to bed.” A
bet,her father one day purchased for her a little responding practice. She set up a daily exercise from the slwep of the grave, and will take you, wretched drunkard reels and staggers forward,
Curious Incident. — A French paper gives an account
story-book. lie read over to her the contents, of private prayer. When prevented,-’by the in and all the good, to live with him in the heaven scarce kept from falling by the arm of the ser of a curious affair, which occurred lately in the vicinity of
vant__ he approached the parlor door, where, Paris. An old retired officer was attacked with a disease
to which she listened attentively. The book clemency o( the weather, from attending on the where he dwells.
J. F. P.
frozen with horror, sickened with disgust, his resembling lethargy—and soon, apparently, ‘shuffled off
was the same day mislaid, and lost. After some public service in the church, she would insist on
Catskill, August, I, 1836.
this mortal coil.’ His friends were properly affected by
mother stood—the light from the lamp stream his
slight.search it was no more thought of, and its its performance at home. Calling the family to
death, and made the usual prepnrationsfor his interment.
ed around her figure; he recognized her. The A company of the National Guard, was also ordered out
place was supplied with other books and toys, gether, she would take her Bible and Common
TEMPERANCE.
adapted to her childish age. About five months Prayer-book, and lead in the service with great
shock sobered him. “Oh! mother,” said he— for the purpose of rendering to the deceased the militaryafterward, her father, while examining some accuracy and devotion; after which she would
the mother spoke not; she only groaned heavily honors due to his rank. The body was conveyed to the
From the Illinois Temperance Herald.
church where religious services were pel formed—mid then
loose pamphlets in a remote part of the house, read, with much impressiveness of tone and
and fell senseless to the floor.
to the cemetery, where the coffin was deposited in the
TI1E DRUNKARD’S GRAVE.
The next morning George Stevens descend tomb—and the National Guard discharged three vollies
accidentally found the book, and as little Caro manner, some sermon, or part of a sermon, se
on the Lakes,” "Legends of a Log
line had begun to give indications of an extra lected by herself. When missing from the By the Author of “LifeCabin,
ed
with
an
aching
head
and
fevered
lips
to
a
late
over
the bier of the veteran. The explosion aroused him
” fyc.
breakfast; shame was on his brow, and the con from his lethargy—and on being aware of his confined and
ordinary memory, he was curious to learn whe household during the last few months of her life
T
he Widow’s only Son.—The Drunkard’s
sciousness of degradation at his heart. His mo rather awkward situation, he uttered loud cries, to the
ther she had any remembrance of it. To his as she might commonly be found offering up her
Grave I it is indeed an ever open sepulchre!— ther met him with kind, calm sorrow. After great astonishment of bis friends, and the National Guard.
tonishment, he found that she not only recollect prayers and praises in the beautiful and aflecting The
He was however, soon extricated from his unenviable situ
path to it is crowded ever by the young
ed the book, but was able to give him a connect expressions of the liturgy. It was her custom and the old; the rich and the poor: the learned having spent a silent half hour at the table, ation and conveyed back to his own home, in tolerable good
where neither could eat a particle, George arose health after his protracted nap__ Boston Mcr.
ed account of its contents, mentioning all the to rebuke, among her companions, all levity in and
the ignorant—all—all hasting as “the bird and was leaving the room—his mother read in
proper names, and repeating the story with much religious services or conversation; and to urge hasteth
to the fowler’s snare, knowing not that
The Steed or Steamers--- 1 have myself proved, by
upon her family the duty of living “soberly, it is for his file.” To this point a thousand the dogged sullenness of his look a determina
exactness and particularity.
tion to drown thought, care, and shame, in the experiments on canals, that when the speed of the boat is
A* soon as she was taught her letters, she be righteously, and godly in this present world.”
paths
tend
—here they all terminate,—in this maddening bowl. The idea impelled her to act increased beyond a certain limit, its draught of water is
came excessively fond of her book, and mani
For several months before her death, her pre <1 ic h o n t\ /1 , t-KIo •» n! Jo \rcvl
plavc
rapidly diminished; and in case of a large steam raft, con
fested a strong desire to acquire knowledge.— vious passion for sooular knowledge seemed to scorned by man and accursed by God—the —she sprang forward—she caught him in her structed on the river Hudson, it was found that when the
At the age of three, she was sent to school. In be merged in her ardor for religious informa Drunkard s Grave. Of how many hundreds— arms; “My son! my son! do not desert me?”— speed was raised to twenty miles an hour, the drau -ht of
all the studies to which she attended, she made tion. She saw all things through a religious of how many thousands of our race has truth The heart of the son was touched, he wept, and water was diminished by seven inches. 1 have, therefore,
doubt that the increased speed of eteam.'rs is attended
rapid proficiency. When four years old, she medium. Whatever she learned, she seemed been compelled to say, “he was laid in the they parted not till the mother had commended no
with a like effect; that, in fact, they rise out of the watet
was an excellent reader: and the knowledge she to learn with a religious aim. Her fondness for Drunkard’s Grave.” He was laid in the Drunk her son and his newly made resolutions of so that, although the resistance is increased by reason of
had acquired was both various and exact, to a her school-books bad been transferred, in a ard’s Grave—do you ask who? who met the aw amendment to God in prayer.
their increased speed, it is diminished in a still greater pro
George Stevens returned to college, but not portion, by reason of their diminished immersion__ Lardegree very uncommon for that age. Her chief great degree, to the Bible and liturgy. Her ful doom? Listen—read—a fragment of the
ambition, at this time, was to excel in her stu Prayer-book, was the first thing she sought in recorded horrors of that prison house is before to dissipation. His gay companions were aston den on the Steam Engine.
ished to find that he was no longer to be of their
dies. This passion was spontaneous. No spe the morning and the last tiling she resigned at you.
Chinese Carvino.—In carving wood and ivory, and
party. Persuasion was tried in vain—then they
cial pains were taken, either in or out of the night; and her Bible was commonly in her hands
George Stevens was the son of a rich mer had recourse to ridicule, and George Stevens other substances, the Chinese have no rivals. We cannot
school, to excite it, or to prompt her to exer when she was disengaged from her school and
approach
them in their ivory workbaskets, fans, and other
tion. Iler hook was seldom out of her hands other necessary avocations. On examining her chant in one of our Eastern cities. His father was compelled to endure “the trial of fierce and articles, no European artist, we believe, has ever attempted
died
young;
leaving
a
widow
and
this
one
son,
cruel mockings.” For a while he resisted this to cut out from one solid ball of ivory seven or eight inte
during her waking hours: and, unless restrained Bible and Common Prayer-book,after her death
by the vigilance of her parents,- she was too a great number of the most impressive and af her sole remaining earthly care.—The death of also. But at last, to prove as he said, that lie rior ones each separate from the rest, and as beautifully
prone to devote it to the hours appropriated to fecting passages in each were found marked by her husband was blessed-of God to Mrs. Stevens was not the bigot-— the slave they called him, he carved as the exterior one. These are all cut by the means
and from a gay fashionable woman, she became resolved to attend a supper party at his friend of the several circular boles that are in the first instance,
repose. Extraordinary, however, as was her her own hand
bored through the solid ball__ Quarterly Review.
progress, there can be no doubt that, under more
In this way little Caroline “ grew in grace a sincere and devoted Christian. It will readi Jones.’ Jones was such a good fellow—a very
systematic and particular instruction than the and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ;” ly be believed, that as such, she could not be temperate drinker and with a temperate
Farm for Sale.
school afiorded, her ardor and application would and with her extraordinary endowments, reli wilfully neglectful of her maternal duties, could drinker there could be no danger. He went,
MIE Subscriber offers for sale bis farm situated on the
have placed her at a stage of attainment far be gious dispositions, and energetic character, she not forget that her boy had a soul to be saved and was brought home at midnight in a state of
Mt. Vernon and Gauibier road, 2 miles from the lat
yond that v'hich she actually reached.
bade fair to become a blessing to society, a pil  or lost.—She did not. Mrs. Stevens was a con helpless, senseless drunkenness. The chain now JLand
3 from the former, and about half a mile west of
As her mind improved, her imaginative pow lar in the Church, and a bright and signal ex scientious, though a very fond mother; and of broken, the old habit returned like the strong ter
the Seminary land, containing
ers became strikingly strong and conspicuous. ample to a perverse generation. But God, in ten was her son, in the first freshness of his man armed; debauch followed debauch, till the
17 0 ACRES,
She was an ardent admirer of the grand and his wisdom saw fit to decree a different destiny youth, taken by her to the closet of prayer and measure of his excesses going beyond the col
of which about 80 acres are under fence, and about 30
beautiful in nature. It was one of her fondest to this interesting child. It pleased him to re commended with sincere earnestness to the Wi lege standard of decency, he was expelled for acres
culture. There are two log Dwellings and
pastime* to climb the hills that skirt her native move this little budding plant into the garden of dow's God—the Orphan's Father. For a while gross intoxication. This sentence revealed to Barn, under
a young Orchard of about 800 fruit trees of differ
village, and to contemplate the lovely and mag paradise that it might grow and blossom there, it seemed that her prayers were answered. Her the still deceived mother the full extent of her ent kinds, about onc-balf of which are bearing trees. The
nificent scenery which distinguishes the sur free from the blights and cankers’ of mortality. son grew up, a fine promising boy, affectionate misery. She wrote her son a long and affec lot is well limbered. I here is a small Sugar Camp of
about 250 trees and several good springs. An indisputable
rounding region. The broad Hudson, with its
Her last sickness was the most interesting pe in temper, though ardent and impassioned, in tionate letter entreating his immediate return to title
will be given.
picturesque banks,—the rich and charming va riod of her short but eventful life, as the ener his feelings,—gay and cheerful, fond of compa her. He came—but oh! how changed; debas
Those wishing to purchase can obtain further informa
riety of bill, valley, stream, woodland, field, and gies of her mind seemed more active and more ny, and eminently fitted to appear well in the ed, hardened, brutalized—in short, a drunkard. tion by applying to the subscriber on the premises.
lawn,—the fertile downs, with their grazing in fully developed during the twelve days of ill most, refined and polished circles. At the age In vain' his mother reasoned, remonstrated, im
NICHOLAS TORODE.
N. B. Several other small Lots to dispose of.
habitants, -the stupendous Catskills, with their ness which preceded tier dissolution, than be of fifteen, his mother was persuaded to send him plored—he could deride- her arguments, and
Gambier, August 21__ tf
peaked summits embosomed iiv the clouds,— fore: and as it tested the value of her principles to a Northern College. As he was almost a scoff at her prayers. His only care, his only
were to her so many sources of enchantment; and the power of religion to overcome nil fear man in appearance she did not commit him to thought was DRINK! DRINK !! DRINK !!!
THE OBSERVER
she would gaze upon them in succession, till of death, even in the bosom ofa youngand timid the particular guardianship of any person at the His fine natural constitution bore up for a time
College.
—
This
was
her
firs.t
error
—
the
second
against
the
poisonous
influence
of
rum:
at
length
her faculties seemed entranced, and her obser child.
TERMS—Two Dtllars per annum, if paid in advance,
On the afternoon of the eighth of January was more fatal. Mrs. Stevens was rich, and after a more than usually protracted debauch,
vations at such times, were always pertinent,
and Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six
with
all
a
mother
’
s
confidence
in
the
character
fever came—delirium followed; and, after three
often striking, and such as clearly evinced that last she accompanied her mother to her parish
months. ’ No subscriptions received for a less term than
one year. No paper* discontinued until all arrearage*
the glow of feeling thus enkindled by the beau church, on occasion of the funeral of the Rev. of her son, he was supplied with money in sums days of madness, death closed the scene.
arc paid, except at the option ot the publishers.
The widow’s hope, the dead father’s image,
tiful and the sublime in nature, was heightened Mr. Prentice. This was the last time that she far beyond his actual wants.
At first, the surplus went to make elegant and the child of so many prayers—so many tears,— Those who may wish th have their papers discontinued
by her association, in her mind, with the great ever went out. It was a wet and chilly day;
are reqoested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
and Caroline caught a severe cold. On her re costly additions to the young scholar's library ; was laid in the DRUNKARD'S GRAVE.
and adorable Being who made them.
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
In the season of flowers; the care of them turn home, she complained of a sore throat; and and the mother’s heart was gladdened by warm
tion,otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
was one of her favorite recreations. She was on examination of the part, it was found to be and affectionate thanks for her liberality, and
< . All communications relative to this paper, must b#
MISCELLANY.
never tired of tending and of musing on them; somewhat inflamed. No danger being appre glowing accounts of the pleasure each new ad
d.reeteutothe Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knot
Co. Ohio
and the tear of emotion was often seen to gush, hended, some common emollients were applied dition to his literary Stores afforded her son--- I Mr Clay’s Vysws OF Slavery.—With some the term
LIST OF AGENTS.
wnile she bent over some fading emblem of her but without any effect, for three or four days. I Ins did not last long. Those of his class mates I Colonizationist is regarded as synonymous with that of a
self, and, perhaps, drew from its early fate the The physician being then called, he declared it who were more advanced in dissipation, soon ! determined, uncompromising advocate for slavery; or as co?.
'LhtX’ia
prognostic of her own.
to be a common case, and prescribed according discovered that Stevens had always money to I tht‘ P^e 'r a pr°-slavery 'nan- It by no means follows
x
;
•
•
,
i
notwithstanding,
that
a
Colonizationist
cannot
a
iust
I
‘
u
**
“
Colonization
1st
have
just
She would often, at night contemplate the ly. Iler distemper, however, increased; assum spare, and was ever ready to spend it with care-! abhorrence of slavery In
* a speech■ recently
.notdelivered
.Havc ®J«st
Itev. G. DENISON
.................... voininous,
by GEORGE
Newark.
BEATTY”'**................. Steubenville,
"
moon and stars with a sort of rapture. And so ed a more malignant appearance, and resulted iess liberality. This is a recommendation which Mr. Henry
Ciay, at a Colonization meeting in Kentucky*, DH. BUELL......... *....................... Marietta,
enthusiastic was her admiration, while gazing in the putrid 8ore throat; which eventually at College secures iavitations to every convivial he held the following language:_
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